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AN IMPERIAL OIL PORTRAIT OF ZEBEKDORJI
ATTRIBUTED TO IGNAZ SICHELBARTH, (AI QIMENG,
1708-1780), ET AL.
QING DYNASTY, QIANLONG PERIOD, CIRCA 1771

Estimate: 1,500,000 - 2,500,000 HKD 

oil on Korean paper
the bust portrait depicting the Mongolian Torgut noble and Imperial Prince in frontal
view, dressed in a princely navy blue winter surcoat featuring an embroidered
medallion with an en face five-clawed golden dragon surrounded by colourful ruyi
clouds, the shoulders with medallions enclosing a dragon clutching a 'flaming pearl',
the robe trimmed with a brown fur collar and white fur down the centre, his round
face with a ruddy complexion, a crooked nose, a thick mustache and a hairy mole on
his chin framed by a fur-trimmed court hat with a ruby button indicating the first
rank and a very rare three-eyed peacock feather, his neck draped with a coral court
necklace, all against a bluish-grey background, the upper right corner inscribed
vertically in Chinese with the characters Tuerhute qinwang Cebek duoerji ('The
Torgut Zebekdorji, imperial prince'), repeated in Manchu on the upper left corner,
the upper left corner of the reverse attached with the yellow label inscribed di er
('The second painting')
76.2 by 59.1 cm., 30 by 23 1/4 in.
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AN IMPERIAL OIL PORTRAIT OF ZEBEKDORJI 
ATTRIBUTED TO IGNAZ SICHELBARTH. (AI QIMENG. 1708-1780), ET AL. 

QlNG DYNASTY, QIANLONG PERIOD, CIRCA 1771 

oil on Korean paper 

the bust portrait depicting the Mongolian Torgut noble and Imperial Prince in frontal view, 

dressed in a princely n a y  blue winter surcoat featuring an embroidered medallion with an 

en face five-clawed golden dragon surrounded by colourful ruyi clouds, the shoulders with 

medallions enclosing a dragon clutching a 'flaming pearl', the robe trimmed with a brown 

fur collar and white fur down the centre, his round face with a ruddy complexion, a crooked 

nose, a thick mustache and a hairy mole on his chin framed by a fur-trimmed court hat with 

a ruby button indicating the first rank and a very rare three-eyed peacock feather, his neck 

draped with a coral court necklace, all against a bluish-grey background, the upper right corner 

inscribed vertically in Chinese with the characters Tuerhute qinwang Cebek duoerji (The Torgut 

Zebekdorji, imperial prince?, repeated in Manchu on the upper left corner, the upper left 

corner of the reverse attached with the vellow label inscribed dier (The second painting? 
76.2 by 59.1 cm.. 30 by 23% in. 
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The Manchu transliteration: 

Tuerhute qinwang Cebekeduoerji 

The English translation: 

The Torgut Zebekdorji, Imperial Prince 

Zebekdorji (d. ins) was the son of a paternal third cousin and son-in-law 

of Ubasi Khan the leader of the Torgut. He was also a descendent of 

Gunjab, the eldest son of Ayuki Khan. Zebekdorji was the eldest son of 

Galdan Norbu. 

In i n1  Zebekdorji arrived in Jehol with the Torguts and was awarded by 

the Emperor the rank of Hoioi cinwang with the honorary qualification 

Buyantu [Mongolian, 'virtuous, happyl. He was appointed Jasag and 

awarded a three-eyed peacock feather, a yel!ow riding-jacket, yellow bridle 

reins and a horse from the imperial stables. In 1772, the pasture ground 

(camp) of Qobog sari, appr. 600 li (miles) East of Tarbagatai. was gken to 

him as an imperial present. He went to audience and submitted horses as 

presents; one of them named Baojiliu,' who was counted among the 8 jun 

(beautiful horses) of the imperial stables. Zebekdorji was also appointed 

chief of the (Torgut) League and Jasag. He also received the seal of 

the Head of the League (a league was the largest administrative unit in 

Mongolia during Qing times). He passed away in 1778 and was succeeded 

by his younger brother Kirib (q.v.) (lot 152). 

Zebekdorji was the mastemind behind the transmigration of the Torgut. 

He persuaded Ubasi Khan that there was no other option. During the trek 

he reminded his compatriots of the (not so real) danger of the Russian 

troops when their enthusiasm flagged, seeing both the tribe and their cattle 

shrink in numbers. 

' Baojiliu was painted by Sichelbarth, by Imperial Command, dated to lm, now 
in the Palace Museum, Beijing. 
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